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ABSTRACT: We aim to build a question answering system for the COVID-19 domain. Question Answering model 

provides the best answer for each selected paper. In this work, we specifically study FAQ retrieval for COVID-19, a 

contagious and fatal pandemic still evolving daily. As the spreading of the pandemic urged entire nations into a state of 

emergency, the medical and scientific communities found themselves under enormous pressure for the requirement of 

solutions to a problem still largely unknown to the public. Here the user will post a question related to COVID 19, and 

the system will respond with the best answer from the corpus. The answer will be text generated from the corpus. If the 

answer is below a certain threshold, then the system will not respond to the answer to such a question because we do 

not want 

to give false information to the question for such a critical and crucial domain. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic has greatly affected humanity’s lives, causing tremendous suffering and 

deaths at the international level. There is a high demand for reliable and up-to-date information on COVID- 

19. On social media and office official public websites, there is a lot of information and misinformation about 

COVID-19, e.g., ingestion of aspirin or ibuprofen. The misinformation can affect people’s lives, which motivates the 

need to answer questions like “Should I ingest disinfectants to treat COVID 19?” and “Can I use Aspirin with 

COVID?” Building a QA system designed to answer COVID-19-related questions automatically would greatly aid in 

effectively combating the current pandemic. As we have a large number of documents, for a given query, the search 

space is enormous, which leads to increased search time, and thus such a system can not be used in real time scenarios; 

therefore, we need to reduce the search space efficiently without compromising the quality of results. Creating a QA 

model specific to COVID-19 poses several challenges despite such progress. The first challenge is that there are no 

QA datasets oriented specifically to COVID 19. The second challenge is incorporating conventional biomedical text 

mining tools into existing QA models. In order to deal with this, we shift our focus to a critical feature used in 

biomedical text mining: biomedical named entities. The most prominent dataset used by researchers in this domain is 

CORD-19 by Wang et al. [1]. The Covid-19 Open Research Dataset (CORD-19) is a growing resource of scientific 

papers on Covid-19 and related coronavirus research. This dataset consists of a collection of research articles arranged 

by The White House and the Allen Institute of AI. It includes more than 80K articles with full text, containing the most 

recent studies conducted on the COVID 19 disease. CORD-19 aims to connect the machine learning community with 

biomedical domain experts and policymakers to identify effective treatments and management policies for Covid-19 so 

that the common person can benefit. The goal is to harness these diverse and complementary pools of expertise to 

discover relevant information from the literature quickly. As the data does not have question- 
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Fig 1. Question Answering System for the Covid-19 domain 

 

answer pairs, we used which has questions and their corresponding answers. We compare the actual answer and 

predicted answer to get the score. For developing a question answering system for the COVID 19 domain. The user will 

post a question related to COVID-19, and the system will respond with the best answer from the corpus. The answer 

will be text generated from the corpus. If the answer is below a certain threshold, then the system will not respond to 

the answer to such a question because we do not want to give false information to the question for such a critical and 

crucial domain. 

 

 

II. RELATED WORK 
 
In the recent literature review, we have focused on understanding the QA system in any domain. For this purpose, we 

studied the QA system built on Amazon reviews by Gupta et al. [2]. The author has discussed segregating questions 

into relevant and irrelevant questions and working on relevant questions here. We find this idea exciting and will try 

to incorporate it into our final model. Bao et al. [4] have prepared a medical chatbot system-based hybrid of knowledge 

graph and text similarity. They use Hierarchical bi-directional LSTM to find similar questions in the corpus. They claim 

that their approach outperforms SOTA [5] models like BERT [6]. 

 

Fig 2. Baseline 1: An analysis of bert faq retrieval models for covid-19 infobot Sun et al [13] 
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Fig 3. Baseline 2:RECORD, Muffo et al.[14] 

 

One of the important features that many QA models do not Fig. 2. Baseline 1: An analysis of bert faq retrieval models 

for covid-19 infobot Sun et al [13]. Fig. 3. Baseline 2: RECORD, Muffo et al. [14] consider is the recency of 

information. Recency is an essential aspect as models that use up-to-date information would be able to provide more 

relevant results. Many QA models that use unstructured text are often given a document or a paragraph that contains an 

answer to each question. However, it is more realistic to retrieve a relevant document first and then find an answer 

rather than being provided the document. Furthermore, the dataset that we are using in our work which is CORD-19 

[1] is a collection of all research papers published in the domain of COVID-19. It is not in the form of QA pair; 

therefore, we need test data with questions and Answers to generate baseline results. For this purpose, we are using the 

COUGH [3] dataset, which has several QA pairs. Sakata et al. [7] have generated query-question similarity and then 

searched for the relevant answer. They have worked on a different dataset where QA pairs are available. In Baseline-1 

Sun et al [13], S-BERT is used to create embeddings of the complete paper. With a query given, its embeddings are 

created using S-BERT [12]. The best paper amongst all the papers in the corpus is selected using cosine similarity, and 

the entire paper is given as an answer to the question raised by a user. Baseline 2 Muffo et al. [14], is a two-step 

pipeline to extract answers from the CORD-19 dataset. The data is filtered according to the publishing year and a list of 

keywords identifying the COVID-19 virus. The first step is to extract a set of most semantically-correlated papers, 

where it is more likely to find an answer. All the chunks of the body texts in the dataset are embedded using the 

Sentence-BERT model. Once the subset of most relevant papers is selected, the second step is to extract an answer for 

each paper. 

 

Fig 4. Data Preprocessing 

 Methodology 
We present a model that is Top2vec [8], which is an algorithm for topic model ling and semantic search. This algorithm 

automatically detects topics present in the text and generates jointly embedded topic, document, and word vectors. The 

Top2vec model does not require stop-word lists, stemming or lemmatization. The resulting topic vectors that the model 

generates are jointly embedded with the document and word vectors with distance between them representing semantic 

similarity. Our model demonstrates that it finds topics which are significantly more informative and representative of 

the corpus trained on than probabilistic generative models. The topic modelling used the following techniques - Latent 
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dirich let allocation, Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis, Non negative matrix factorization and Latent semantic 

allocation. The top2vec algorithm follows the specific procedure that is:- 

1) Data Preprocessing:- Data with NULL Abstract or Body text is not considered for training the model. So basic text 

pre-processing steps are applied to clean the data like converting whole text to Lower case, Stop words removal, Links 

removal etc. Average Abstract and Body length is 2.5k, and 10K characters, respectively. Fig.4 depicts the average 

abstract length and body length. 

2) Create Semantic Embedding:- We need Embedding to extract topics, jointly document and word vectors where the 

distance between document vectors and word vectors represents the semantic association. In this technique semantically 

similar documents should be placed close or together in the embedding space and semantically dissimilar documents 

should be placed further. By using jointly embedded document and word vectors, we calculate topic vectors. Jointly 

embedded documents and word vectors are mainly created using Doc2vec [9]. 

3) Create Low Dimensional Document Embedding:- We know that in high dimensional space, document vectors are 

very sparse, so dimension reduction allows for dense clusters of documents to be found more efficiently and Fig. 5. 

Cluster the documents and assign prominent topics to each cluster Fig. 6. Finding Topic words accurately in the reduced 

space. For creating low dimensional document embedding, UMAP [10] technique is used. UMAP is a manifold learning 

technique for dimension reduction. 

 

 

 
 

4) Find Dense Clusters of Documents:- The purpose of finding dense clusters of documents is to find areas of highly 

similar documents in the semantic space. The HDBSCAN [11] clustering algorithm is used to find dense clusters for 

documents. 

5) Calculate Topic Vectors:- There are several ways that the topic vector can be calculated from the document vectors. 

The simplest method is to calculate the centroid, i.e., the arithmetic mean of all the document vectors in the same dense 

cluster. The centroid is calculated for each set of document vectors that belong to a dense cluster, generating a 

topic vector for each set. 

6) Find n-closest Word Vectors:- The closest word vectors become the topic words. In the semantic space, every point 

represents a topic best described semantically by its nearest word vectors. 

Fig.7 shows the training stage of the model. By using a topic number, we will generate a word cloud in our 

methodology, and we are going to generate word clouds (Fig.8) for the top 5 most similar topics. The topics that are 

generated by our methodology are 78, and some of them are given below - Fig.9 shows the testing phase. In this stage, 

we give the question as input and extract the keywords from the question, Fig. 7. Training Fig. 8. Word cloud 

corresponding to cluster 1 and 2 out of total 78 clusters. 
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Fig. 9. Testing. then find clusters based on the related topics. After finding clusters, we find the nearest 

documents present in the clusters. In the end, the system returns the abstract of the best-searched document. 

 

III. RESULTS AND EVALUATION 
 

We have found all the metrics like BLEU score, precision, recall, and F1 score at baseline 1, baseline 2 and our 

proposed approach. 

Performance Metrics: 

1) BLEU SCORE: BLEU (bilingual evaluation understudy) is an algorithm for evaluating the quality of text 

machine-translated from one natural language to another. 

2) Precision: Model precision score represents the model’s ability to predict the positives out of its positive 

predictions correctly. The precision score is a valuable measure of the success of prediction when the classes are very 

imbalanced. 

3) Recall: Recall is a Classification error metric. It evaluates the outcome of the classification algorithms for which 

the target/response value is a category. 

4) F-Score: F-score is a machine learning model performance metric that gives equal weight to both the Precision 

and Recall for measuring its performance in terms of accuracy, making it an alternative to Accuracy 

metrics. 

We can see that our results at the proposed approach are better than baseline 1 and baseline 2. The comparison of results 

is shown in the below table. 
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Table 1 describes the performance of the different approaches. Comparison for the testing time: 

 

 

Table 1:Evaluation Scores 

 

 

 
 

Table 2: Comparison for the testing time 

 

Table 2 describes the performance of the different ap proaches in terms of time(sec). 

We compare our proposed approach with baseline-1 and baseline-2 in terms of time(sec). We have found the test 

time for Baseline-1, Baseline-2, and our proposed approach, and on comparing the results, we got improvement 

concerning time i.e. our proposed model is faster than both the baselines. 

Comparing Baseline-1 and Baseline-2 results, precision of Baseline-2 is higher as compared to Baseline-1 as in 

Baseline 1 the whole paper is returned as the answer to the question asked by the user. Moreover, the proposed 

model’s precision is quite high compared to the Baseline-1 and the Baseline-2. Also, the F1-Score of the proposed 

model is high as compared to the previous two approaches. Search time which was a significant issue in the previous 

two approaches, has been significantly reduced with the help of the proposed approach. The evaluation metric reflects 

that users of the proposed method will need to read the minimal context of answers (i.e., a sentence) regardless of the 

correctness of the answer itself. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 

Our model improves space and time and gives a real time performance, and the clustering algorithm automatically 

finds the best number of clusters, not parameter bounded. Furthermore, our results are Precision- oriented; false-

positive is comparatively less and has a comparable or better score than the baseline models. We hope our system will 

be able to aid researchers in their search for knowledge and information [2] not only regarding COVID-19 but for future 

pandemics as well. Further, we plan to expand our work by trying BERT embeddings which store better semantic and 

contextual information. 
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